
1. Silver mirror can be used to compensate for a lack of space or depth and add light to small, dark
rooms.

2. Use silver mirror of superior quality that is 3 times more resistant to corrosion, particularly in
humid applications.

3. Protect the environment by choosing a mirrored product that is free from harmful metals.



Mirrors are manufactured by applying a reflective coating to a suitable substrate. The most common
substrate is glass, due to its transparency, ease of fabrication, rigidity, hardness, and ability to take
a smooth finish. Mirrors are a great way of making a room feel bigger and lit up

A safety glass mirror is made by adhering a special protective film to the back surface of a silver
glass mirror, which prevents injuries in case the mirror is broken. This kind of mirror is used for
furniture, doors, glass walls, commercial shelves, or public areas.

Copper free and lead free silver mirror, also known as environmental silver mirror and copper free
mirror. This kind mirror use polymer resin instead of copper, can solve the environmental pollution
problems effectively.





1. The mirror surface is clear and bright, giving distinct and lifelike image.

2. The plating layer is rigid and bond and the protective layer impregnable with good erosion
resistance.

3. High quality clear float glass and modern equipment combine to produce nice feeling mirrors of

exceptionally high quality.

4. Shape: round, arch, oval, rectangle and other shape as you like.

5. Mirror are available in either silver or aluminum and suit all atmospheric condition.



our service :
10 years experiences on glass and mirror manufacturing and exporting.
top quality glass with ce/iso certificate, exporting to all over the world.
unique designed strong wooden crates, solving the problems of breakage.
full range of flat glass supply, offering one-stop purchase.
professional sales team, offering personalized and dedicated services.




